
1 Significance of Rotating Ground Motions
2 on Behavior of Symmetric- and
3 Asymmetric-Plan Structures:
4 Part II. Multi-Story Structures

5 Erol Kalkan,a) M.EERI, and Juan C. Reyesb)

6 The influence of the ground motion rotation angle on engineering demand
7 parameters (EDPs) is examined in the companion paper based on three-
8 dimensional (3-D) computer models of single-story structures. Further
9 validations are performed here using 3-D models of nine-story buildings that
10 have symmetric and asymmetric layouts subjected to a suite of bi-directional
11 near-fault records with and without apparent velocity-pulses. The linear and non-
12 linear response-history analyses (RHAs) are used for evaluating the use of fault-
13 normal and fault-parallel (FN/FP) directions and maximum-direction (MD) to
14 rotate ground motions. This study suggests that individual ground motions
15 rotated to MD or FN/FP directions not always provide conservative EDPs in non-
16 linear range, but often produce larger EDPs than as-recorded motions. In practice,
17 when a suite of ground motions is used, nonlinear RHAs should be performed by
18 rotating them to the MD and FN/FP directions, and maximum response values
19 should be taken from these analyses as design values. [DOI: 10.1193/

072012EQS242M]

20 INTRODUCTION

21 When response-history analysis (RHA) is used for design validation of building struc-
22 tures, the ASCE/SEI-7 Chapter 16 (ASCE 2010) is used as the industry standard. According
23 to this document, at least two horizontal ground motion components should be considered for
24 3-D RHA of structures. At sites within 5 km of the active fault that dominates the hazard,
25 each pair of ground motion components should be rotated to the fault-normal and fault-
26 parallel (FN/FP) directions. In addition, ASCE/SEI 7-10 (Chapter 21) defines maximum-
27 direction (MD) ground motion, a revised definition of horizontal ground motions to develop
28 site-specific design (target) spectrum. In some cases, the building codes mandate that a site-
29 specific design spectrum should be used in lieu of a code-based design spectrum based on
30 mapped spectral acceleration values at short period and at 1 s period.

31 In the companion paper (Reyes and Kalkan 2015), the influence of rotation angle of
32 the ground motion record on several different engineering demand parameters (EDPs) is
33 examined systematically based on 3-D computer models of single-story structures by varying
34 their vibration period and response modification factor (R). This parametric study provides
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35 important findings on the significance of rotating ground motions to MD and FN/FP direc-
36 tions. These findings are further validated here by examining both linear and nonlinear
37 responses of multi-story buildings modeled in 3-D as recommended by Anagnostopoulos
38 (2010). The selected systems are nine-story buildings having symmetric and asymmetric lay-
39 outs. The computer models are subjected to an ensemble of bi-directional near-fault ground
40 motions with and without apparent velocity pulses. At the end, this study provides practical
41 recommendations toward the use of MD and FN/FP directions to rotate ground motions for
42 RHA of building structures.

43 MULTI-STORY STRUCTURES AND COMPUTER MODELS

44 The symmetric-plan structure is an existing nine-story steel building with ductile frames
45 (Figure 1) designed as an office building in Aliso Viejo, California (33.585 N, 117.729 W)
46 according to 2001 California Building Code (ICBO 2001) for seismic zone 4 and NEHRP
47 site class D. The earthquake forces were determined by linear response spectrum analysis for
48 the code design spectrum reduced by R ¼ 8.5. Its typical floor plan is shown in Figure 2a.
49 The lateral load resisting system consists of two perimeter ductile-steel moment frames in the
50 longitudinal and transverse directions with slotted web steel-beam-to-column connections.
51 The building’s interior frames are designed to carry the gravity load only. All structural
52 members are standard I-sections, and the typical floors are made-up of 3 in. metal deck
53 with 3-1/4 in. thick lightweight concrete fill. The building facade consists of concrete panels
54 and glass (Figure 1), and there is a heliport on the roof.

55 The asymmetric-plan building selected (Figure 2b) is a hypothetical steel building with
56 ductile frames designed to be located in Bell, California (33.996 N, 118.162W), according to
57 the 1985 Uniform Building Code, which allows for significant plan irregularity.

Figure 1. Nine-story symmetric-plan steel-moment frame building in Aliso Viejo, California
(looking toward the northwest).
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58 Both buildings are modeled for dynamic analysis using PERFORM-3D (CSI 2006). The
59 3-D model of the symmetric building has the following features: (1) Beams and columns
60 are modeled by a linear element with trilinear plastic hinges at the ends of the elements. The
61 bending stiffness of the beams is modified to include the effect of the slab. Axial load-
62 moment interactions in columns are based on plasticity theory. (2) Panel zones are modeled
63 as four rigid links hinged at the corners, with a rotational spring that represents the strength
64 and stiffness of the connection (Krawinkler 1978). (3) The tab connections are modeled
65 using rigid perfectly plastic hinges. (4) The contribution of nonstructural elements is
66 modeled by adding four shear columns located close to the perimeter of the building
67 with their properties obtained from simplified models of the facade and partitions.
68 Nonlinear behavior of these elements is represented using rigid-plastic shear hinges.
69 (5) Ductility capacities of girders, columns, and panel zones are specified according to
70 the ASCE/SEI 41-06 standard (ASCE 2007). (6) Columns of moment-resisting frames
71 and the gravity columns are assumed to be clamped at the base. (7) A standard P-Δ
72 (P ¼ axial force; Δ ¼ lateral deformation) formulation is used to approximate the second-
73 order effects due to nonlinear geometry at large deformations for both moment and gravity
74 frames (Reyes and Chopra 2012).

Figure 2. Wire frames for (a) asymmetric-plan building, and (b) asymmetric-plan building;
moment resisting frames are shown with thick lines; interior frames are for gravity only.
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75 The symmetric-plan building was instrumented by 15 accelerometers (Figure 3) by the
76 Strong Motion Instrumentation Program of the California Geological Survey. The 2008
77 magnitude (Mw) 5.4 Chino Hills earthquake—centered at a distance of 40 km—did not
78 cause any observable damage, and reliable data were recorded. The acceleration records
79 indicate that the peak acceleration of 2.6% g at the ground was amplified to 4.2% g at
80 the roof. This data was used to compute vibration properties of the building by applying
81 two system-identification techniques: the deterministic-stochastic-subspace (DSS) method
82 (Van Overshee and De Morre 1996) and the peak-picking (PP) method. Remarkably
83 close agreement between the calculated (from the computer model) and identified values
84 of vibration periods and modes was achieved as demonstrated in Table 1 (where the periods
85 identified by both methods are listed) and in Figure 4 (where the natural vibration modes
86 identified by the DSS method are presented). As expected, the translational and torsional
87 motions of the symmetric-plan building are uncoupled. In Figure 5, displacement time series
88 calculated from the computer model and observed values during the Chino-Hills earthquake
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Figure 3. Locations of accelerometers in the nine-story symmetric-plan building: (a) plan view,
and (b) south elevation.

Table 1. Natural periods of vibration obtained from peak-picking (PP)
method, deterministic-stochastic subspace (DSS) method, and computer model.

Mode Direction

Identified period (s)
Computer model

period (s)PP method DSS method

1 Translational y 1.58 1.53 1.53
2 Translational x 1.46 – 1.46
3 Torsional 1.08 1.07 1.02
4 Translational y 0.55 0.49 0.54
5 Translational x 0.50 – 0.50
6 Torsional 0.38 0.36 0.36
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Figure 4. Comparison of natural vibration modes identified by the DSS method (red lines) with
modes of the computer model (blue lines).
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Figure 5. Comparison of recorded and computed floor displacements; recorded data is from the
2008 (Mw) 5.4 Chino Hills (Southern California) earthquake.
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89 at various floors of the building are compared. An excellent match between the computed and
90 observed response demonstrates the adequacy of the 3-D model.

91 The beams, columns, panel zones, and P-Δ effects of the asymmetric-plan building were
92 modeled, as explained previously, for the symmetric-plan building, but the gravity columns
93 were considered pinned at the base. In this system, the period of the dominantly torsional
94 modes is longer than that of the dominantly lateral modes. Also, the higher-mode contribu-
95 tions to forces were expected to be significant because the effective mass of the first lateral
96 mode is less than 50% of the total mass. Further details of both buildings are provided in
97 Reyes and Kalkan (2012).

98 EVALUATION METHOD AND RESULTS

99 The following steps were implemented for evaluating the significance of the ground
100 motion rotation angle on nonlinear behavior of buildings in near-fault sites.

101 1. For each of the 30 records selected for this investigation (see Table 1 in the com-
102 panion paper for a list of those records), calculate the rotated ground-motion com-
103 ponents by varying rotation angle θx from 0° to 360° at every 10° in the clockwise
104 direction. The motions for θx ¼ 0° and 90° correspond to the FP and FN compo-
105 nents of the record, respectively. In addition, calculate the rotated ground-motion
106 components for θx ¼ θm and θx ¼ θm þ 90°. For computing θm (maximum direc-
107 tion), use fundamental periods of the buildings. Definitions and illustrations of θx
108 and θm are given in the companion paper.
109 2. Conduct linear and nonlinear RHAs of the two building models subjected to bi-
110 directional rotated components of ground motions obtained in step 1. For
111 each RHA, obtain story drifts (i.e., relative drift between two consecutive floors
112 normalized by the story height), floor total accelerations at the center of mass, mem-
113 ber chord rotations, and beam and column moments. This step involves
114 2,400 RHAs.

115 EDPs computed are the story drifts, floor total accelerations, member chord rotations, and
116 beam and column moments at the first, third, fifth, seventh, and ninth floors of the buildings.
117 Figure 6 plots the selected EDPs for the linear symmetric-plan building (T1 ¼ 1.51 s, where
118 T1 is the first-mode vibration period of the structure) as a function of the rotation angle θx
119 subjected to ground motion no. 9, which has a maximum velocity-pulse period of 1.9 s. The
120 filled gray area shows the values of θx, in which the velocity-pulses are identified according
121 to the procedure by Baker (2007). The angles θx ¼ 0° and 90° correspond to the fault-parallel
122 and fault-normal directions, respectively. The record with a pulse period close to the funda-
123 mental period of the building is selected because such records impose sudden and intense
124 energy demand associated with the velocity pulse that should be dissipated within a short
125 period of time, which may cause large deformations in structures (Malhotra 1999, Bray and
126 Rodriguez-Marek 2004; Kalkan and Kunnath 2006, 2007). The EDPs in this figure (and in
127 similar polar plots shown later) are normalized to the maximum value of each EDP; actual
128 values of EDPs are irrelevant hence they are not shown. Figure 6 indicates that maximum
129 values of EDPs generally take place in the same direction, different than the FN direction
130 (90°), with the exception of the ninth floor x-column moment. Also, the maximum EDPs are
131 observed in the direction in which the velocity pulse is identified. For this particular record,
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132 the FN direction does not contain an apparent velocity pulse, and the EDPs in the FN direc-
133 tion are 20% less than their maxima. Same response quantities are plotted in Figure 7 for the
134 linear nine-story asymmetric-plan building (T1 ¼ 2.5 s) subjected to ground motion no. 2,
135 which has a velocity-pulse period of 2.4 s. It is evident that θcr, defined as the angle corre-
136 sponding to the largest response over all angles, varies significantly with the EDPs, and there
137 is no optimum angle that leads to the peak values for all EDPs simultaneously.
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Figure 6. Normalized story drifts, floor total accelerations, and internal forces as a function of
the rotation angle θx for the linear symmetric-plan building (T1 ¼ 1.51 s) subjected to ground
motion (GM) no. 9, which has a maximum velocity-pulse period of 1.9 s close to the fundamental
period of the building. The filled gray area shows values of θx in which the velocity-pulses are
identified.
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138 For a given response quantity of interest and record pair, the FN/FP direction will
139 correspond to two values; by comparing these two values with the responses at all
140 other possible rotation angles, one can evaluate the level of conservatism in such direc-
141 tions or whether the MD or FN/FP directions’ rotated ground motions provide an envel-
142 ope of an EDP. If obvious systematic benefits of the MD or FN/FP orientations exist, they
143 should be observable by repeating such comparisons for several EDPs and record
144 pairs. To do this, the median values of EDPs and their dispersion are computed assuming
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Figure 7. Normalized story drifts, floor total accelerations, and internal forces as a function of
the rotation angle θx for the linear asymmetric-plan building (T1 ¼ 2.5 s) subjected to ground
motion no. 2, which has a maximum velocity-pulse period of 2.4 s. The filled gray area
shows values of θx in which the velocity pulses are identified.
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145 log-normal distribution. The median* value x̂ and the dispersion measure σ of n observed
146 values of xi are calculated from:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e1;62;301x̂ ¼ exp

�Pn
i¼1 ln xi
n

�
; σ ¼

�Pn
i¼1ðln xi � ln x̂Þ

n� 1

�
1∕2

(1)

147 Figure 8 shows the height-wise distribution of median and dispersion values of story drift
148 plotted separately in x and y directions for linear response of the two buildings. In these plots,
149 gray lines represent GMs rotated in 10° increments. The continuous red line is for the FN
150 direction, and the dashed red line is for the FP direction. The blue line represents the ground-
151 motion components oriented to the MD. Note that each line corresponds to either the median
152 or dispersion of RHA results from 30 ground-motion pairs rotated by θx.

153 These figures present important findings. For the linear symmetric-plan system (left
154 panels in Figure 8), the ground motions rotated to the FN direction yield the largest median
155 EDPs in the x direction, whereas in the y direction, the motions oriented in the FP direction
156 yield the largest median EDPs. Thus, EDPs due to the FN/FP-direction rotated ground
157 motions serve as envelopes for all other non-redundant rotation angles. Note that the
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Figure 8. Height-wise distribution of median and dispersion (abbreviated as “Disp.”) values of
story drift in percent in the x and y directions for the linear symmetric- and asymmetric-plan
buildings. The gray, red, and blue lines show median and dispersion of story drift due to 30
bi-directional ground motions in arbitrary orientations, in the FN/FP directions and in the max-
imum direction, respectively.

*Geometric mean and the median are the same for log-normally distributed data.
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158 x direction (longitudinal direction of the building) coincides with 0° (FP direction). As op-
159 posed to the linear results based on single-story structures given in the companion paper,
160 ground motions rotated to the MD produce smaller median EDPs than those due to FN/
161 FP-direction rotated ground motions. Dispersions of EDPs are also larger in the FN/FP direc-
162 tions than in the MD. For the linear asymmetric-plan building (right panels in Figure 8),
163 neither the FN/FP-direction nor the MD rotated ground motion produce the maximum med-
164 ian drift in the x direction. In the same direction, arbitrary orientations resulted in maximum
165 median EDP values and the largest dispersion. However, in the y direction, ground motions
166 rotated to FN/FP direction led to the maximummedian drift. More importantly, the maximum
167 median values of story drift in the x and y axes corresponded to the MD were smaller than
168 those for the FN/FP direction, indicating that the ground motions rotated to the MD do not
169 necessarily provide unrealistic EDPs as opposed to the critics in Stewart et al. (2011).

170 Figure 9 shows height-wise distribution of themedianþ σ† and dispersion values of story
171 drift plotted in percent separately in the x and y directions for the nonlinear responses of the
172 two buildings. In this case, the ground motions rotated to the MD result in the maximum
173 EDPs in the x direction, whereas the same records surprisingly produce the minimum
174 EDPs in the y direction, in which the ground motions oriented to the FP direction yield
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Figure 9. Height-wise distribution of median and dispersion (abbreviated as “Disp.”) values of
story drift in percent in the x and y directions for the nonlinear symmetric- and asymmetric-plan
buildings. The gray, red, and blue lines show medianþ σ and dispersion of story drift due to 30
bi-directional ground motions in arbitrary orientations, in the FN/FP directions and in the max-
imum direction, respectively.

†84th percentile of EDPs are plotted to show significant nonlinear response.
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175 the largest EDPs. Ground motions rotated to FN direction produce the second largest EDPs
176 following the results associated with the MD. Therefore, for nonlinear response, the MD- and
177 FP-direction rotated ground motions serve as envelopes for all other non-redundant rotation
178 angles. These records also yield the largest dispersion for both buildings. This observation is
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Figure 10. Median values of normalized story drifts at the corner, total chord rotations,
and internal forces in the x direction as a function of the rotation angle, θx, for the nonlinear
asymmetric-plan building subjected to 30 bi-directional ground motions. The red curves represent
the median EDP values� σ. The blue circles represent the median-EDP values� σ for the build-
ing subjected to bi-directional ground motions in the maximum–direction (MD). Note: Median
EDP values are shown by solid curves, and 16th and 84th percentile EDP values are shown by
dashed lines.
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179 consistent for all EDPs investigated for both symmetric- and asymmetric-plan buildings as
180 shown in Reyes and Kalkan (2012).

181 The nonlinear results plotted in Figure 9 (right panels) for story drift and other EDPs
182 shown in Reyes and Kalkan (2012) are consolidated and depicted as a function of rotation
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Figure 11. Median values of normalized story drifts, total chord rotations, and internal forces in
the y-direction as a function of the rotation angle θx for the nonlinear nine-story asymmetric-plan
building subjected to 30 bi-directional ground motions. The red curves represent the median
EDP values� σ. The blue circles represent the median EDP values� σ for the building subjected
to bi-directional ground motions in the maximum–direction (MD). Note: Median EDP values are
shown by solid curves, and 16th and 84th percentile EDP values are shown by dashed lines.
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183 angle θx in Figure 10 and Figure 11 for x and y axes of the asymmetric-plan building, res-
184 pectively. Viewing the response as a function of the rotation angle enables us to better
185 understand how the critical angle θcr changes with both EDP and ground-motion pair. It
186 is evident that θcr leading to the maximum response varies significantly with EDPs.
187 While the FN/FP-direction rotated ground motions yield the largest value for certain
188 EDPs, there is no single θcr that leads to the peak values for all EDPs simultaneously.
189 Note that the same conclusion was drawn for linear single-story structures in the companion
190 paper. These two figures prove that the maximummedian EDPs (solid red line) are dependent
191 on the rotation angle of the ground motion only for certain EDPs—for example member
192 forces and plastic rotations are not affected by the rotation angle as much as story drift
193 does. The maximum median EDPs due to the MD rotated ground motions yield conservative
194 (either peak or close to peak) results only for the x direction of the building (Figure 10),
195 whereas in the other direction, ground motions oriented to the FP direction provide the
196 most conservative results (Figure 11). Thus, no consistency in over-conservatism of MD
197 rotated ground motions is observed. Results for the symmetric-plan building are similar,
198 therefore not repeated herein but available in Reyes and Kalkan (2012).

199 Next, median percent error in estimation of peak median response over all rotation angles
200 due to MD- or FN/FP-direction rotated ground motions are computed using Equation 3 from
201 the companion paper. The positive error means overestimation, and negative error means
202 underestimation of peak median EDPs from 30 ground motion pairs. Using this equation,
203 the error values are computed for nonlinear symmetric- and asymmetric-plan buildings and
204 for EDPs shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 along x and y axes; these results are presented in
205 Table 2. The maximum value of underestimation and overestimation of peak median
206 response when either MD- or FN/FP-direction rotated ground motions are used are 2%
207 and 15%, respectively. For an individual ground motion pair, an underestimation of the

Table 2. Percent error in estimation of peak median response over all rotation angles using
Equation 3 from the companion paper; positive error means overestimation, and negative
error means underestimation (shown with bold numbers).

Structure

x-direction y-direction

Drift
Chord
rotation

Beam
moment

Column
moment Drift

Chord
rotation

Beam
moment

Column
moment

Symmetric-plan 5% 3% 0% 5% �1% �2% �2% 0%
8% 6% 3% 7% �1% �2% �1% �1%
9% 6% 5% 9% 0% �1% 0% 0%
15% 11% 10% 6% �1% �1% �1% 0%
14% 11% 4% 2% 0% �1% �1% �1%

Asymmetric-plan �1% 0% 1% �2% 0% 0% �1% �1%
5% 0% 2% �1% �1% 0% 0% �1%
6% 0% 2% 1% 0% �1% 0% 0%
7% 3% 5% 5% �1% 0% 0% 0%

�1% 1% 1% 0% �1% �2% 0% �1%
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208 peak response may be up to 20% (see Figure 6 and Figure 7). These results indicate that
209 conducting nonlinear RHA for a given ground-motion pair oriented in the MD or FN/FP
210 directions does not always lead to the maximum EDPs overall orientations for systems
211 responding in nonlinear range. However, if a suite of ground motion pairs rotated to MD
212 and FN/FP directions is used for nonlinear RHAs, the median response will be very
213 close or larger than the peak median response over all orientations. This important observa-
214 tion is true for both symmetric- and asymmetric-plan buildings.

215 CONCLUSIONS

216 The influence of the rotation angle of the ground motion on several engineering-demand
217 parameters (EDPs) is systematically examined within a parametric study in the companion
218 paper based on three-dimensional (3-D) computer models of single-story structures by vary-
219 ing their vibration period and response-modification factor R. In order to generalize the find-
220 ings from these systems to multi-story structures, it is essential to perform further validation
221 and verifications. For this purpose, 3-D linear and nonlinear computer models of nine-story
222 buildings having symmetric (torsionally stiff) and asymmetric (torsionally flexible) layouts
223 are subjected to a suite of bi-directional near-fault ground motions with and without apparent
224 velocity-pulses. This investigation has led to the following conclusions:

225 • The rotation angle leading to the maximum-linear response is different than that
226 leading to the maximum-nonlinear response; therefore, there is no single rotation
227 angle that operates effectively in both linear and nonlinear range.
228 • The maximum story drift over all non-redundant orientations is in general polarized
229 in the direction in which an apparent velocity-pulse with period close to fundamen-
230 tal period of the structure (T1) is observed—this polarization is almost perfect for
231 linear symmetric-plan building.
232 • Similar to the single-story structures, multi-story structures also show that there is
233 no optimum orientation angle maximizing all EDPs simultaneously. The maximum
234 value of an EDP can happen in any direction different than the direction of the
235 apparent velocity-pulse.
236 • Conducting RHA for a ground motion oriented in the FN/FP or maximum direction
237 (MD) does not always lead to the maximum EDPs’ overall orientations for systems
238 responding in nonlinear range; underestimation of the peak response may be up to
239 20%. This important observation is true for both symmetric- and asymmetric-plan
240 buildings.
241 • The conclusions drawn above are for a given ground motion pair. The statistical
242 evaluation of nonlinear single- and multi-story building models based on the
243 large set of ground motion pairs suggest that, for practical applications in near-
244 fault sites, RHAs should be conducted by rotating a set of records to the MD (com-
245 puted at building’s first-“mode” period) and FN/FP directions and by taking the
246 maximum response values from these analyses as design values.
247 • We also recommend rotating ground motions to the MD and FN/FP directions for
248 sites within 15 km of the fault instead of 5 km; the rationale for this recommendation
249 is that propagating waves do not show notable attenuation within 15 km of the cau-
250 sative fault; thus, their intensity and frequency contents do not alter for events with
251 high-seismic energy (moment magnitude >7.0).
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256 DATA AND RESOURCES

257 The earthquake data recorded from the nine-story instrumented building (CSMIP
258 station no: 13364) is available at Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data (http://
259 strongmotioncenter.org/).
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